Redefining Career Readiness

Instructor Guide

Exploring Your Potential™

Course 1: Discovering Your Options
Get a clear sense of who you are, what you want to achieve, what skills
and experience you have to leverage, and what will truly make you happy.
Then you can make it happen.
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Course 1: Discovering Your Options

Course Description:
Discovering Your Options is a 6-module course that assists students in discovering the wide range of professional
opportunities ahead of them. Students will engage in powerful self-assessments, use a variety of skills to
continuously expand their opportunity spectrums, learn how to overcome obstacles, conduct effective research,
and also experience a first-hand taste of different potential careers. Time-on-task for course module completion is
from 1 to 3 hours, per module.

Course Learning Objectives:
• Explore a variety of career opportunities to gain skill diversity and capitalize on life experiences.
• Develop a plan of action for achieving career goals that align to their dreams.
• Identify and create strategies to overcome challenges in achieving desired goals.
• Demonstrate clear and intentional language when speaking about personal and professional goal pathways.

Course 1 Instructional Modules:
1. Who Are You?
2. Dream Big
3. Overcoming Obstacles
4. The Opportunity Spectrum
5. The Power of Information
6. Take a Taste

Course 1 Assessment:
• Pre-Course Survey
• Module Assignments posted to My Portfolio and/or Module Quiz provided in the school’s LMS
• Module Reflective Questions
• Post-Course Survey

Modifications
While the EYP courses have been designed to be used as either a standalone course or companion curriculum,
the course is easily adaptable for the course facilitator to add content, projects, or assignments by using the
school’s learning management system (LMS) in either a fully online or blended learning environment. As a
subject matter expert, you may deem it appropriate to create some of your own resources through instructor
commentary. When used effectively, instructor commentary is a value-added piece you bring to the course as the
expert. This is your opportunity to bring context to the content, drawing upon real-world examples, maybe from
your own experiences, which helps to illustrate the concepts being covered in a particular module.
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Course 1 Pre-Survey
1. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I can clearly and succinctly speak and write my goals and
know the career path needed to obtain those goals.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
2. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I understand my expectations for personal and professional
achievement.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
3. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I am able to recognize the challenges related to my personal
and career goals.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
4. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I am able to associate my personal experiences and
strengths with opportunities when presented to me.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
5. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I know how to ask the right questions and how to research
information in order to determine if a particular industry is right for me.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
6. How strongly do you agree with this statement? I am able to determine what skill sets are needed for a
specific industry.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
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Learning Modules And Exercises:
Module 1: Who Are You?
Students explore what they want to do as a personal and professional vision, uncovering new possibilities and a
clear direction about what’s next. Students will engage in 3 storytelling activities: My Story, My Life Lessons, and
My Pitch are designed to help students gain a clear understanding of who they are, what they value most, what
motivates them, and what inspires them to create a life where they are excited by their work.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Identify personal milestones related to their career goals.
• Demonstrate clarity about who they are and how spoken and body language impacts their professional image
through storytelling prompts and chronological reflection.
• Develop strategies for structuring intentional and specific communication that accurately reflects their
professional goals through creative writing and digital media.
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Instructor Guide Course 1: Discovering Your Options
Course 1, Module 1 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Introduction

Description
Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

My Story

Major Life Events

The students fill out an activity form detailing major
life experiences for them and why each experience
was important.

My Life Lessons

My Life Lessons

Students list three major life lessons that they
learned from the experiences they listed above.

Introduce Yourself
My Pitch

Students learn to effectively communicate that they
are confident and professional in a memorable way.
Brainstorming
My Pitch

Students walk through crafting a great introduction
by prompting with specific questions.

Advice from Industry
Pros

Nely Galan, first female president of Telemundo,
speaks about the challenges and failures she has
faced and how important it is to keep going.

Create Your Pitch

Sam Pietsch, EYP correspondent, discusses the
essentials of what students need to know to create
an introduction video.

It’s time to put yourself out there

Gradable

My Video or
Written Pitch

Students are given the option to create either
a video introduction of themselves or a written
introductory paragraph.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Reflective Questions Learning and Module Feedback

Exercises:
My Story
We ask them to think about their own personal life story, and list and discuss some of their own life experiences,
and how those have shaped them into the person, they are today.
Confidentiality: Remind the students that this is a safe space and that they are the only ones that have access to
the information they share unless they choose to share that with their instructors.
Major Life Events Activity: The students will fill out an activity form detailing major life experiences for them and
why that experience was important. They are reminded not to judge these experiences as good or bad, but simply
as life experiences that have occurred to shape them into the unique people they are today.
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My Life Lessons
Introduce Yourself: Here, the students will learn how to introduce themselves effectively so that they come
across as professional, confident, and memorable.  We remind them about how first impressions matter and
some do’s and don’ts of introducing yourself.
In this activity, students will list 3 major life lessons that they learned from their experiences from My Story.

Brainstorming My Pitch
A powerful activity is walking students through crafting a great introduction by prompting them with
specific questions.

My Video or Written Pitch
Students create either a video introduction of themselves or if they are really shy a written introductory
paragraph.

Reflective Questions
A survey is used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. How has uncovering your big life experiences so far affected your level of clarity about your sense of self?
Response A: Not at all   B: Not very much   C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Very
2. How has this module affected how clear you are about where you’d like to go from here?
Response A: Not at all   B: Not very much   C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Very
3. How much more confident and prepared to present yourself are you now that you have your pitch ready?
Response A: Not at all   B: Not very much   C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Very
4. Which activity in this module did you find most valuable?
Response A: Major Life Events   B: My Life Lessons   C: Brainstorming My Pitch D: My Video or Written Pitch   
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations::

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
My Story
1. Who introduces the “Who are you” Module?
Response A: Jennifer Kushell, Response B: Georgette Bryant, Response C: Mary Fogelbert,
Response D: Dave Samulson, Correct Response: A
2. What is the name of the activity introduced at the start of the “Who are you” Module?
Response A : History of Your Family, Response B: Major Life Events, Response C: Career Planning,
Response D: Life Planning, Correct Response: B
3. __________ often get in the way of us understanding who we really are.
Response A : Career plans, Response B: Goals, Response C: Expectations, Response D: Communications,
Correct Response: C
4. Before you can discover your career options, you must first understand _________.
Response A: other people’s expectations of you, Response B: your academic degree plan, Response C:
available options, Response D: yourself, Correct Response: D
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My Life Lessons
1. Life lessons, as described in the course, are those things you learned about other people using social media.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
2. Getting clear on who you are can help guide you towards your life purpose.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. When thinking about your life lessons, it is important to consider __________.
Response A: goals, objectives, planning, external factors, and what other people require of you,
Response B: styles, attributes, personality types, gender, and relationships, Response C: likes, dislikes,
inclinations, inspirations, and aspirations, Response D: location, region, country, social atmosphere, and the
external environment, Correct Response: C
4. Knowing both __________ are important when considering your life lessons.
Response A: what you don’t want and what you do want, Response B: what you don’t eat and what you do
eat, Response C: what you don’t study and what you do study, Response D: what you don’t talk about and
what you do talk about, Correct Response: A

Introduce Yourself
1. When you introduce yourself, it is important to start off talking about your hobbies.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
2. Unless you are already exactly where you want to be in your life, every interaction you have is a chance to
open a new door, which could lead to new opportunities.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. It is important to present __________ when introducing yourself to others.
Response A: impressions, Response B: realities, Response C: expectations, Response D: substance, Correct
Response: D
4. First impressions __________.
Response A: matter, but only slightly, Response B: matter, but not that much, Response C: matter, a lot,
Response D: do not matter,  Correct Response: C
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My Pitch
1. Your pitch is what you say when given the chance to introduce yourself – anytime, anywhere.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
2. Which of the following are included with your pitch?
Response A: Career Goals, Response B: Travel Plans, Response C: Twitter Handle, Response D: Your Friends,  
Correct Response: A
3. As addressed by Nely Galan in the short video included within this Module, it is important to __________.
Response A: avoid making mistakes, Response B: learn from both success and failure, Response C: focus only
on learning from your successes, Response D: if you plan right, it is highly doubtful if you will make mistakes,
Correct Response: B
4. As addressed by Nely Galan in the short video included within this Module, __________.
Response A: avoid making mistakes, Response B: be fearful of making mistakes, Response C: don’t be afraid
to make mistakes, Response D: focus only on your successes, Correct Response: C

Create Your Pitch
1. With some ___________ you can craft a strong pitch for yourself.
Response A: practice and commitment, Response B: trial and error, Response C: hope and chance, Response
D: extensive work and detailed research, Correct Response: A
2. Your pitch is something that you will rarely use.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
3. The ideal length of a pitch is __________.
Response A: 5-10 minutes, Response B: 3-8 minutes, Response C: 1-3 minutes, Response D: 4-9 minutes,
Correct Response: C4. Avoiding chances to make a personal connection, show your personality, and appeal
to people emotionally can __________.
Response A: expand your opportunities, Response B: limit your opportunities, Response C: be helpful towards
finding a career, Response D: hide personal failures, Correct Response: B
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Summary
1. The first module in Course 1 of Exploring Your Potential, focused on __________.
Response A: building the right bio for yourself, Response B: discovering who you really are, Response C: how
to structure a resume, Response D: creating lists of subjects to focus on, Correct Response: B
2. Once you are clear about who you are, it is a lot easier to introduce yourself to others.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. A __________ is used to help communicate who you are to others.
Response A: voice-over, Response B: career outline, Response C: pitch, Response D: career sketch, Correct
Response: C

Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project
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Table of Module 1 Videos:
Course/Module

Title

Person

Profession

Program Host

Module
introduction

Jennifer
Kushell

C1/M1

Advice from
Industry Pros

Nely Galan First female
president of
Telemundo.

C1/M1

Advice from
Industry Pros

Sam
Pietsch

©2019 EYP Ventures Inc.

Sector

CEO of EYP
Ventures, Creator
of EYP; Author, NY
Times Bestseller,
Secrets of the Young
& Successful

EYP correspondent

11

Topic/Learning Outcomes
Jen Kushell, CEO of EYP
Ventures and bestselling
author, introduces the
foundational principle
of truly knowing who
you are as a way to
start creating your best
career and life, with a
focus on understanding
expectations.

MultiMedia

Former President of
Entertainment for
Telemundo shares her
earliest challenges as a
Cuban immigrant, including
business failures, life
lessons, and how important
it is to take control of your
own destiny.
Sam covers what you
need to know to create
an introduction video
and share what you have
to offer with employers,
partners, or others
presenting opportunities.
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Module 2: Dream Big
Dream Big, supports students in going beyond traditional life-planning strategies and breaking through comfort
zones to uncover their dreams. In Module 2, students combine 3 practical and conceptual planning exercises:
What My Success Looks Like, My Ideal Life in Stages, and My Life Plan to develop a clear image of how they
define success and how to reach their vision.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Ability to describe expectations for personal and professional achievement.
• Analyse stages of development through scaffolding and vision boards.
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Course 1, Module 2 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Description

Introduction

Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

Do What Lights
You Up

Topic Discussion

Be a Visionary

Topic Discussion

What My Success
Looks Like

What My Success
Looks Like

This activity asks students questions that will really
get them thinking about things like what they
envision the pinnacle of their career to look like,
what type of impact they will make in the world, their
ideal places to live and work, etc.

My Ideal Life… in
Stages

My Ideal Life in
Stages Activity

Students are asked to list their basic needs, what a
nice and comfortable life would look like, and what
their ideal life would look like.

My Life Plan

My Life Plan
Activity

Students focus on what they can do in the near
future to start making progress toward the bigger,
more faraway dreams they listed above.

Advice from Industry
Pros

Josh Kaston, vice president of Financial Alliance,
talks about how dreaming big means experiencing
life like most people don’t get to.

Create a Vision Board My Digital Vision
Board

Students write down all their ideas, share them with
friends, and make a digital vision board of these
ideas.

Advice from Industry
Pros

Tom Hamilton, former recruiter of talent for SpaceX,
Tom talks about working for Elon Musk (founder
of Tesla, SolarCity, and SpaceX), who proves that
dreaming big has never made crazy ideas more
possible.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Learning and Module Feedback

Gradable

Exercises:
What My Success Looks Like
This activity asks students questions that will really get them thinking about things like what they envision the
pinnacle of their career to look like, what type of impact they will make in the world, their ideal places to live
and work, etc.
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My Ideal Life in Stages Activity
Student’s next step is to start thinking about the stages needed in creating their ideal life. Students are asked to
list their basic needs, what might a nice comfortable life looks like, and what would their ideal life look like.

My Life Plan Activity
This is where students start to make things look a bit more real and concrete. By focusing on what they can do
in the near future to begin progressing towards their bigger, more faraway dreams, they listed earlier modules.
Students are asked to commit to something they will do in the next few months, in the next two years, and
beyond to reach their dreams.

My Digital Vision Board
Students create a more modern version of a vision board using online tools. By using images and ideas to help
visualize that ideal life they described earlier in the module.

Reflective Questions
A survey is used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. In regards to your personal potential, how do you feel after this module?
Response A: Bad B: Uninspired C: The same D: Better   E: Very good
2. How much more motivated do you feel after this module?
Response A:  Not very   B: Uninspired C: The same D: More motivated   E: Extremely motivated
3. After completing this module, how clear do you feel about your future life?
Response A: More confused B: Not clear   C: The same D: More clear E: Extremely clear
4. Which activity did you find most valuable?
Response A: What My Success Looks Like  B: My Ideal Life in Stages Activity  C: My Life Plan Activity   
D: My Digital Vision Board
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations:

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
Do what lights you up
1. The people most excited about their lives and professions are those who are on a _________.
Response A: path to success, Response B: mission, Response C: board of directors, Response D: team,
Correct Response: B
2. Thinking about your future you should _________.
Response A : be patient, Response B: dream big, Response
Correct Response: B

C: be cautious, Response D: let come what may,

3. Opportunity is truly everywhere, __________, the possibilities become endless.
Response A : and if you are willing to move, Response B: and with the right education, Response C: and when
you start to see that, Response D: and with the right skill set, Correct Response: C
4. If you don’t dream big, you __________.
Response A: are selling yourself short, Response B: are conservative, Response C: have no imagination,
Response D: are easily pleased, Correct Response: A
5. Your __________ is up to you, and the vision you have for yourself.
Response A: direction, Response B: path, Response C: career, Response D: potential, Correct Response: D
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Be a Visionary
1. The three timeframe categories for “My Life Plan” are Now, _____ and _____.
Response A: Soon; In my Dreams, Response B: Soon; Later, Response C: Later; Big Dreams, Response D:
Later; When I get time,  Correct Response: A
2. What is the purpose of creating a Life Plan?
Response A: So you can retire comfortably., Response B: To leave behind a legacy., Response C: To take your
dreams and begin building a plan to make them a reality., Response D: To make sure you are focused on the
future, not the past., Correct Response: C
3. The process of writing down your goals has been proven to increase changes of achieving them.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
4. When creating your “Life Plan” _____________.
Response A: make sure you describe specific and measurable actions, Response B: don’t get too specific - just
start by grouping goals is broad time frames, Response C: define dates for each action even if you are not
sure what is realistic, Response D: focus on the long term “big” ideas, Correct Response: B
5. Having a clear image of what your success looks like makes achieving it __________, it’s the very foundation of
goal setting.
Response A: all the more possible, Response B: believable, Response C: seem simple, Response D: fun,
Correct Response: A
6. Thinking beyond your comfort zone and contemplating your boldest dreams __________.
Response A: is not practical, Response B: is an important part of achieving what success means to you,
Response C: is risky, Response D: is dangerous, Correct Response: B
7. The exercise of describing “What My Success Looks Like” _____________ .
Response A: is focused on financial goals and achievements, Response B: is best done after researching career
options, Response C: is not so important providing you know the career path you wish to pursue, Response
D: explores a broad range of aspects associated with what success might mean to you, Correct Response: D
8. The process of describing “My Ideal Life…In Stages” is to ___________.
Response A: begin to understand and differentiate the more immediate and essential needs, Response B:
define what you need to do next, Response C: manage your aspirations, Response D: define first priorities,
Correct Response: A
9. The three aspects described in “My Ideal Life…In Stages” are Basic Needs, _____ and ______.
Response A: Essential Needs; A Perfect Life, Response B: A Nicer Life: Anything is Yours, Response C: A
Comfortable Life: A Luxurious Life, Response D: A Nicer Life; Complete Satisfaction, Correct Response: B

Advice from Industry Pros
1. According to Josh Kaston, all business owners work for commission only.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
©2019 EYP Ventures Inc.
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2. People who love what they do don’t cringe when they think about work.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. What does Josh Kaston keep as reminder of the trials and tribulations he faced while building his career?
Response A: His first dollar., Response B: An old pair of shoes., Response C: His first business card.,
Response D: A lucky dime., Correct Response: B
4. Why does Josh Kaston say he is playing monopoly when he visits clients?
Response A: Because he is also looking to explore other opportunities while in the area., Response B:
Because he is a banker., Response C: Because he also buys property., Response D: Because life is a game.,
Correct Response: A

Create a Vision Board
1. What is not a good way to get started on a Vision Board?
Response A: Get a sheet of plain paper and just start writing down anything that fires you up., Response
B: Think about which ideas really makes you smile., Response C: Go take a walk or get any sort of physical
exercise., Response D: Conduct extensive research before you start., Correct Response: D
2. What is the idea behind a Vision Board?
Response A: Something visual that you look at regularly. Your brain will start to believe it is possible.,
Response B: You can decorate your office with it., Response C: Helps you become a more visual thinker.,
Response D: It is easier than typing notes., Correct Response: A
3. While anything is possible at a distant point in the future, thinking about what’s possible in the near
future __________.
Response A: should be the highest priority for at least next 5-10 years, Response B: is the only practical way
to proceed, Response C: will mean you never achieve your vision, Response D: improves chances of achieving
your vision and your ideal future, Correct Response: D
4. Make your Vision Board visually rich and compelling, and load it up with positive __________ triggers.
Response A: emotional, Response B: exciting, Response C: colorful, Response D: peaceful,
Correct Response: A
5. You should not share or discuss your Vision Board with anyone. It is for you.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
6. The purpose of a Vision Board is to __________.
Response A: motivate, Response B: demonstrate your imagination, Response C: provide images and ideas that
bring to life your goals and ideal life , Response D: provide a description of your thoughts about your future as
you thought of it at a particular point in time, Correct Response: C
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Reflection
1. The process of describing what success looks like for you, describing three stages of working towards your
vision and grouping accomplishments into different timeframes _____________.
Response A: provides a formula for success, Response B: must be done over an extended period of time and
reviewed by friends and co-workers, Response C: helps build on your earlier thinking about who you are, what
matters most and starts to provide a way to achieve your goals, Response D: requires a lot of thought., Correct
Response: C

Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project
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Table of Module 2 Videos:
Course/Module

Title

Person

Profession

Sector

Topic/Learning Outcomes

Program Host

Module
introduction

Jennifer
Kushell

CEO of EYP
Ventures, Creator
of EYP; Author, NY
Times Bestseller,
Secrets of the Young
& Successful

C1/M2

Advice from
Industry Pros

Josh
Kaston

Vice president of
Financial Alliance.

Finance

Working in a family
business is especially
challenging when you must
earn every dollar you take
home. Here Josh shows
how hard work, tenacity,
and dreaming big have
enabled not just business
success but opportunities
to see the world like most
only dream of.

C1/M2

Advice from
Industry Pros

Tom
Hamilton

Former recruiter
for SpaceX

Hi Tech
talent
recruiting

Former recruiter of talent
for SpaceX, Tom talks about
working for Elon Musk
(founder of Tesla, SolarCity,
and SpaceX), who proves
that dreaming big has
never made crazy ideas
more possible.
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big, without letting your
inner critic stop you, is key.
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Module 3: Overcoming Obstacles
Life is full of obstacles, which can make life both challenging and fascinating. In Module 3, Overcoming Obstacles,
students learn skills to get where they want to go despite challenges. Using 2 critical thinking objectives: My
Current Obstacles and My Obstacle Action Plan, students will identify roadblocks to success and create a
powerful series of immediate actions to overcome each obstacle.  

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Ability to identify and isolate specific challenges that are directly related to goals set using list
building techniques.
• Demonstrate strategies for overcoming obstacles through a final written plan of action.

Course 1, Module 3 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Introduction

Description
Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

It’s Your Life

It’s My Life

Students identify whether they are living their lives
based on what they want or whether they are doing
things that someone else wants them to do.

What’s in the Way of
Your Success

My Current
Obstacles

Students describe what obstacles are currently in
their way.

Perspective:
Challenges or
Opportunities

Topic Discussion

Advice from Industry
Pros

Cuttino Mobley, former NBA athlete, shares how he
dealt with an unexpected obstacle during the peak
of his sports career.

Create My Action
Plan

My Obstacles
Action Plan

Students develop real solutions and time frames
to move through the obstacles that they identified
earlier in the module.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Learning and Module Feedback
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Exercises:
It’s My Life
Students evaluate what decisions are theirs to make.

What’s in the Way of Your Success
This activity asks the students to define what the main 5 obstacles are currently blocking their path to success.

My Current Obstacles
Students use the list you created of their 5 Current Obstacles earlier in the last exercise and develop a minimum
of one solution that can be put into action along with a completion date.

My Obstacles Action Plan
Students create solutions to their current obstacles.

Reflective Questions
A survey used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. After this module, how aware are you of your current obstacles?
Response A: Not at all   B: Somewhat C: The same D: More aware E: Much more aware
2. How much more confident are you in your ability to overcome these obstacles?
Response A: Not at all   B: Somewhat C: The same D: More motivated   E: Extremely motivated
3. How determined are you to really take action on overcoming these obstacles?
Response A: Not at all determined   B: Somewhat determined C: The same D: More confident   
E: Very confident
4. Which activity did you find most valuable?
Response A: It’s My Life  B: My Current Obstacles C: My Obstacles Action Plan      
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations::

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
It’s Your Life
1. When does a Quarterlife Crisis generally hit?
Response A: In the teen years., Response B: During college., Response C: In a person’s late 20s.,
Response D: Around 35 years of age., Correct Response: C
2. The module begins by talking about “It’s Your Life”. The key point is that ____________.
Response A: you should ignore what others think about the career path you should choose, Response B: It’s
important to be aware of what you think and what your dreams and aspirations are so that your decisions are
not only based on someone else’s values., Response C: your life must be carefully planned, Response D: you
must have clear expectations for yourself,  Correct Response: B
3. The main cause of a Quarterlife Crisis is ____________.
Response A: millennials have come to expect the standard of life they enjoyed at their parents’ home, and
are disappointed when they can’t provide the same comforts for themselves, Response B: people don’t think
strategically enough about what they really want to do with their lives, and unfortunately often end up doing
things they don’t really love, Response C: the crushing amount of student debt obligations makes it impossible
for young people to afford many of the basic amenities of life, Response D: many young people are trying to
start a family and achieve a work/life balance while attempting to advance in their careers,
Correct Response: B
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4. The best method for dealing with obstacles involves taking the emotional stresses out, looking at situations
practically, and __________.
Response A: proactively addressing the things that challenge us most, Response B: finding ways to avoid
conflict and challenges, Response C: conducting a realistic assessment of your weaknesses, Response D:
enlisting people to help you overcome those challenges, Correct Response: A
5. When deciding on a career, the most important factor to consider is the opinions of family and friends.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
6. What should you do if you feel yourself going down a path where decisions are being made about your life
that feel wrong to you?
Response A: Stop, and find out how to get back on track with decisions that are aligned to you., Response B:
Recognize that you owe a duty to meet your family’s expectations., Response C: Accept the decisions made
by people with more experience and who have your best interests at heart., Response D: See what your
friends are doing, and try to imitate their paths., Correct Response: A
7. Acknowledging sources of conflict early in your career can be _________.
Response A: empowering, even life changing, Response B: detrimental to personal growth, Response C: a way
to justify your past conduct, Response D: a source of frustration for many, Correct Response: A
8. Everyone faces obstacles in life. How we deal with them, address them, and overcome them is _______.
Response A: a skill that leaders master with ease, Response B: a natural gift for people with intrepid
personalities, Response C: a source of anxiety for timid people, Response D: an art that can be learnt
through practice, Correct Response: D

My Current Obstacles
1. Which of the following was not a category for type of obstacle?
Response A: Education, Response B: Family, Response C: Money, Response D: Popularity,
Correct Response: D
2. You can see your current obstacles as overwhelming hurdles, or you can choose to see them as ________.
Response A: opportunities to learn, Response B: reasons to avoid challenges, Response C: justification for
your past lack of success, Response D: indicators of what to expect in the future, Correct Response: A

Advice from Industry Pros
1. What did Cuttino Mobley discuss in the Advice from Industry Pros video?
Response A: Losing the NBA finals., Response B: Receiving a career-ending diagnosis., Response C: Seeing his
father pass away., Response D: What it takes to be drafted in the NBA., Correct Response: B
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2. In the Advice from Industry Pros video, what is Cuttino Mobley’s opinion about getting from the Universe
what you ask of it?
Response A: That asking the Universe for anything is useless, unless you intend to put in the work., Response
B: That the Universe does not answer requests; Fate has nothing to do with our outcomes., Response C: That
often the Universe gives you what you asked for, even if it’s not in the way you intended., Response D: That
as long as you know exactly what you want and ask for it, the Universe will make your plans come true.,
Correct Response: C

What’s in the Way of Your Success?
1. Challenging situations let you learn a lot about yourself by taking you out of your comfort zone and making
you a better problem solver.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A

Perspective
1. Susan doesn’t have the money to buy a new car. Which perspective is the most empowering?
Response A: Sit at home and complain about it., Response B: Make the decision to solve the problem by
taking the bus to work and saving for several months until she can make a down payment., Response C: Ask
her parents to co-sign a loan even though her income is irregular., Response D: Get rides from friends when
she needs transportation., Correct Response: B

My Current Obstacles
1. Surprises, adventures, and other obstacles are waiting for you through every step of your life. It’s best
to ________.
Response A: develop coping strategies now instead of struggling for a lifetime because you are not well
equipped to handle them, Response B: find ways to avoid conflict or find trusted advisors to solve them,
Response C: focus on the present, not on bad things that may happen, Response D: minimize risk by staying
within your comfort zone, Correct Response: A
2. The right perspective can turn a particularly frustrating challenge into _______.
Response A: a chance to commiserate with others who are going through the same thing, Response B: an
awareness of when it is time to throw in the towel and give up, Response C: an opportunity to push yourself
further and improve the situation, Response D: a test of your faith in yourself and your choices,
Correct Response: C
3. When you can’t change something that is going to happen, whether you like it or not, you can
change _______.
Response A: others’ view of the event, Response B: how your family reacts to it, Response C: what your
friends do about it, Response D: your perspective, Correct Response: D
4. In the “My Obstacles Plan” assignment, you listed 5 current obstacles and for each, came up with __________.
Response A: one solution that you can put into action, Response B: three possible ways of dealing with
it, Response C: a reason why it might be impossible to overcome, Response D: the source of the problem,
Correct Response: A
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My Obstacles Action Plan
1. In the “My Obstacles Plan” assignment, you listed 5 current obstacles and for each, came up with __________.
Response A: one solution that you can put into action, Response B: three possible ways of dealing with
it, Response C: a reason why it might be impossible to overcome, Response D: the source of the problem,
Correct Response: A
2. To address your obstacles more quickly, your solutions should be _____________.
Response A: quick and easy to implement, Response B: cheap and simple to understand and explain,
Response C: inspiring, Response D: practical and tangible, Correct Response: D
3. You’ve lived through all the challenges that have appeared in your life so far, which means ______________.
Response A: you have had a lot of help to get where you are, Response B: the one that will derail your plans is
still out there, Response C: your success rate in managing major obstacles is very good, Response D: you will
have an easy time from here on out because you are able to solve obstacles, Correct Response: C
4. Being able to confront difficulties that come your way takes _________.
Response A: talent, Response B: practice and perseverance, Response C: courage, Response D: lots of help
and some luck, Correct Response: B

Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project
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Table of Module 3 Videos:
Course/Module

Title

Person

Profession

Program Host

Module
introduction

Jennifer
Kushell

CEO of EYP
Ventures, Creator
of EYP; Author, NY
Times Bestseller,
Secrets of the Young
& Successful

C1/M3

Advice from
Industry Pros

Cuttino
Mobley

Former NBA athlete
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Topic/Learning Outcomes
Everyone has obstacles
that block the path. Jen
explains how identifying
what these might be for
you—and then creating
a practical plan for
addressing them—will help
you keep moving forward
as easily and quickly as
possible.

Sports

Former NBA star from
one of the biggest sports
franchises shares how he
dealt with game-changing
obstacles at the peak of his
career and how sometimes
you just have to reinvent
yourself.
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Module 4: The Opportunity Spectrum
The Opportunity Spectrum is a concept, created by EYP Ventures, to describe the many different options for work
and to expand possibilities for financial support. In Module 4, students will explore new models for earning money
to provide sustainability while sculpting career paths. Brainstorming exercises such as Experience, Employment
and Entrepreneurship, and My Potential Opportunities will help students to categorize new opportunities for
achieving their life goals and create resources for life’s challenges.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Identify their specific experiences and strengths to leverage as opportunities for potential work through
brainstorming and sequencing exercises.
• Demonstrate alternative strategies for sustainability while sculpting career paths through function and
industry network mapping.

Course 1, Module 4 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Introduction
Exploring Your
Different Routes

Description
Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

My Best
Opportunities

Activity is divided into the categories of experience,
employment, and entrepreneurship, depending on
which path(s) they are most interested in pursuing.

What Kind of Work is My Ideal Work
Right for You?
Scenario

Students think through which scenarios feel best for
their personalities and their overall career goals.

Advice from Industry
Pros

Social entrepreneur Rishi Roongta talks about how
he has tried many routes like jobs, internships,
and volunteering, and has been part of multiple
entrepreneurial startups.

Do What You Want,
Where You Want to
Be

My Top Skills, Func- Students list their top skills, functions, interests, and
tions, Interests, &
industries.
Industries
Ami Dar, founder and executive director of Idealist,
talks about all the opportunities available in the
nonprofit sectors.

Advice from Industry
Pros
Share Your Ideas

Feedback from
People I Admire

Students share the ideas they came up with during
the module with people who they look up to and ask
them for feedback.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Learning and Module Feedback
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Exercises:
My Best Opportunities
Students review and choose from a number of working options.

My Ideal Work Scenario
This activity asks the students to describe their idea of the perfect work/job/career. Students should write at least
one paragraph based on:
• To work for yourself or someone else?
• To work at a large multinational company or a smaller business?
• To wear a suit every day or something far more casual?
• To work from an office or your home? Or a co-working space?
• To be a part of a team, partnership, or fly solo on your own?
• To get a predictable paycheck (salary) or open yourself to take risks for possible rewards?
• To have your job structured by others, or to lead yourself?
• To live and work in your hometown, another city, or another country?

My Top Skills, Functions, Interests, & Industries
Students complete questions on the four topics:
• Skills: What are you really great (or even competent) at doing?
• Functions: What roles or professional titles could you assume?
• Interests: What do you enjoy doing or spending your time on?
• Industries: What fields, markets, or industries are of most interest to you?

Feedback From People I Admire
This activity asks students to engage 3 people and ask for feedback on their best opportunities and their top
skills, functions, interests, & industries.
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Reflective Questions:
A survey is used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. To what degree did the Opportunity Spectrum help you discover any new potential ways of being in the
working world (ex: internship, freelance, job, franchise)?
Response A: Not at all   B: A little   C: Somewhat D: I learned some new things E: I learned a lot
2. Did this help you identify new skills, functions (potential careers), interests, and industries that may suit you
for work?
Response A: Not at all   B: A small amount C: No change   D: Somewhat helpful E: Very helpful
3. How much more aware are you of the challenges you might face as you pursue career options?
Response A: Not more aware   B: No change   C: Somewhat more aware D: Much more aware
4. Which activity did you find most valuable?
Response A: My Best Opportunities   B: My Ideal Work Scenario
C: My Top Skills, Functions, Interests, and Industries   D: Feedback from People I Admire   
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations::

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
Exploring Your Different Routes
1. The Opportunity Spectrum is a concept to describe __________.
Response A: the many different options for hobbies, Response B: the many different options for work,
Response C: the many different options for where you live, Response D: the many different options for
continuing education, Correct Response: B
2. Opportunities to build your career come in many different forms.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. The Opportunity Spectrum includes __________.
Response A: roles, responsibilities, and relationships, Response B: models, behaviors, and tendencies,
Response C: experience, employment, and entrepreneurship, Response D: attributes, qualities, and desires,
Correct Response: C
4. To really maximize your chances of being happy in your chosen career path __________.
Response A: focus on the short-term as this will lead to long-term success, Response B: focus on landing the
right job that pays well, Response C: focus on landing a job that maximizes future career prospects, Response
D: be strategic with your choices and moves, Correct Response: D
5. G
 iven the current workplace environment, there are few opportunities for entrepreneurship and realistically
it is generally best to focus on getting a job at an existing organization.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
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What Kind of Work is Right for You
1. The Opportunity Spectrum will help you find the best __________.
Response A: combination of work, sustainability, impact, and happiness, Response B: balance between work
and personal time, Response C: type of job, Response D: social media presence to help you land the right job,
Correct Response: A
2. In addition to the model you choose for work, there are other preferences to consider including __________.
Response A: pay and benefits offered by the employer, Response B: the type of co-working you will have,
Response C: work in a small business or large multinational corporation and the extent to which a job is
structured by others, Response D: opinions of friends and family, Correct Response: C
3. In addition to the model you choose for work, there are other preferences to consider including __________.
Response A: the location of the office relative to others on the team, Response B: earning a predictable
income and whether you want to supervise others, Response C: earning a predictable income, the amount of
structure to the job, working for yourself of someone else, working at home, in home town, or elsewhere in
the country or another country, Response D: working for yourself or someone else and how quickly you can
advance to a senior job in the organization, Correct Response: C
4. In the short video presentation by Rishi Roongta, the social entrepreneur talked about __________.
Response A: how he moved up in the corporation he worked for over the course of 10 years, Response B:
how many people he supervised over the course of his career and the lessons learned from supervision of
others, Response C: how he helped others during his advancement in the company, Response D: how he
traversed his way through internships, corporations, partnerships, non-profits, and startups,
Correct Response: D
5. One key piece of advice offered in the short video by Rishi Roongta was to __________.
Response A: focus only on one thing and try to ignore distractions at work, Response B: keep trying new
things, Response C: minimize career changes, Response D: try to change jobs about every 6 months, even
if you like the current job, because that will help keep you fresh and build your resume quicker, Correct
Response: B

Do What You Want, Where You Want to Be
1. One of the main reasons so many people struggle with career choices is that they don’t understand how to
translate what comes naturally for them into what they can do for work.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
2. Your skills represent __________.
Response A: what you are good at doing, Response B: what you will be required to focus your studies on,
Response C: areas to focus on in terms of learning new things, Response D: how to maintain work-life
balance, Correct Response: A
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3. Your interests represent __________.
Response A: what you do on social media, Response B: what you are good at doing, Response C: what you
enjoy doing, Response D: the most interesting areas of your job responsibilities, Correct Response: C
4. Your skills lead to __________.
Response A: more job offers, Response B: the types of responsibilities and functions  you can do for work,
Response C: ways to grow as a professional, Response D: how you prefer a job offer to be structured,
Correct Response: B
5. Your interests lead to __________.
Response A: more opportunities to travel for work, Response B: more job interviews, Response C: ways to
engage with a new start-up company when seeking a job, Response D: fields of work and industries where
you can apply your skills, Correct Response: D
6. By understanding your skills and interests, you will be __________.
Response A: in a better position to know what you want to do for work and where you want to do it,
Response B: able to know what else you need to study and improve your skills or broaden your interests,
Response C: able to narrow your career direction down to a particular job that you should pursue, Response
D: broaden the scope of your career options, Correct Response: A

Share Your Ideas
1. W
 hat sector did Ami Dar, founder and Executive Director of Idealist, talk about in his short video
presentation?
Response A: small business, Response B: non-profit, Response C: corporate, Response D: private,
Correct Response: B
2. Before sharing your ideas, it is important to have the ideas well defined and tested.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
3. An important step in sharing your ideas is to __________.
Response A: limit potential feedback to your close friends because they will be honest with you, Response
B: post them onto social media, Response C: seek feedback from others, Response D: recognize that most of
your ideas probably won’t work so be prepared to hear that from others, Correct Response: C
4. When securing feedback from others, be sure to __________.
Response A: use it all, even if you disagree with the feedback, Response B: ignore feedback that does not
confirm to your ideas, Response C: think carefully about the feedback and use it to further develop and add
depth to your ideas, Response D: use the feedback selectively and sparingly as some of it will be misguided,
Correct Response: C
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Summary
1. The Opportunity Spectrum is one of the best ways to help people __________.
Response A: comprehend the challenges associated with seeking a job or defining a career path, Response
B: broaden their horizons about what is possible for them, Response C: narrow options down to one or two
that are most feasible, Response D: understand their strengths and limitations relative to future employment,
Correct Response: B
2. In reality, there are only a few really good choices for future employment.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
3. The three ways in which you can work are __________.
Response A: experience, employment, and entrepreneurship, Response B: at home, in an office, and small
business, Response C: daytime, nighttime, and flexible schedule, Response D: traditional, nontraditional, and
blended, Correct Response: A

Reflective Questions
1. The Opportunity Spectrum is used to __________.
Response A: help you prepare your resume by better describing your interests, Response B: improve your
interview skills, Response C: help you discover new potential ways of being in the working world, Response
D: help you understand job postings, Correct Response: C
2. Interests, skills, functions, and industries are all components of the __________.
Response A: Opportunity Spectrum, Response B: Opportunity Range, Response C: Choice Spectrum,
Response D: Limitless Spectrum, Correct Response: A

Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project
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Table of Module 4 Videos:
Course/Module

Title

Person

Profession

Sector

Topic/Learning Outcomes

Program Host

Module
Jennifer
introduction Kushell

CEO of EYP
Ventures, Creator
of EYP; Author, NY
Times Bestseller,
Secrets of the Young
& Successful

C1/M4

Advice from Rishi
Industry
Roongta
Pros

Social entrepreneur

Social Media Rishi talks about how he
tried many routes from
jobs, internships, and
volunteering, and has
been part of multiple
entrepreneurial startups.

C1/M4

Advice from Ami Dar
Industry
Pros

Founder and
executive director
of Idealist

Non-profit
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idea that there are only a
few ways to spend your
life. Jen speaks to how
to set yourself up to see
opportunities, highlighting
the importance of looking
at both industry and
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director of Idealist, the
largest online aggregator
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about opportunities to
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Module 5: The Power of Information
Knowing how to access information for a whole variety of reasons is a very powerful skill to cultivate. In Module
5, The Power of Information, students will focus on their ability to self-educate, to explore, gather insights, uncover
resources, and learn from others who have been in their shoes. Students will engage in two activities, My
Potential Resources, and Industry or Function, and learn how to ask the most useful questions and locate the
most powerful sources.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Research critical questions using vetted sources regarding a chosen industry and function through a one-page
written information summary.
• Construct and communicate critical questions that relate to their specified goals for professional development
using organizational techniques such as list building and process orientation.

Course 1, Module 5 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Description

Introduction

Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

Be Informed. Don’t
Be Lazy.

Information about the importance of being informed.

Asking the Right
Questions

My Questions

Students write their own big life questions.

Finding the Best
Answers

My Potential
Resources

Students list their critical questions and then list
possible sources for them to get those questions
answered.
John Katzman, founder of the Princeton Review, 2U,
and The Noodle companies, talks about advancing
education and elevating career prospects, and how
important it is to be well informed.

Advice from Industry
Pros

Ready, Set, Research!

Ready, Set,
Research!

Students spend some time researching answers
to their questions online and then turning in a
document listing all that they discovered.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Learning and Module Feedback
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Exercises:
My Questions
As important as it is to be well-informed, it can be challenging to do that if you’re not asking the right questions.  
The students are given some examples and then are asked to come up with their own big-life questions.

My Potential Resources
In this activity, they are asked to list their critical questions and then list possible sources for them to get those
questions answered.

Ready, Set, Research!
The students are asked to spend some time researching answers to their questions and then turning in a
document listing all that was discovered.

Reflective Questions
A survey is used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. Were you able to find answers to 5 critical questions to the issues standing in your way?
Response A: None   B: A few C: Half of the answers D: Almost all of the answers E: All of the answers
2. How useful was the information you found?
Response A: Not at all   B:  Not very much   C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Very
3. Do you feel more empowered to find your own answers to questions than you did before doing this module?
Response A: Not at all   B: Not very much   C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Very
4. Which activity did you find most valuable?
Response A: My Questions    B: My Potential Resources   C: Ready, Set, Research!
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations::

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
Be Informed. Don’t Be Lazy.
1. Research should be thought of as __________.
Response A: a task that must be done, Response B: requiring skills, Response C: homework, Response D: the
power of information, Correct Response: D
2. Learning how to be __________ is one of the best things you could ever do for yourself.
Response A: independent, Response B: resourceful, Response C: powerful, Response D: charming,
Correct Response: B
3. Asking informed questions is the best way to __________.
Response A: conduct an interview, Response B: collect information, Response C: make you sound intelligent,
Response D: get where you want to be, Correct Response: D
4. One of the simplest ways to learn about something is to __________.
Response A: Google it, Response B: Ask experts in the field, Response C: go to the library, Response D: be a
intern, Correct Response: A
5. Become __________ to find the answers you need and your options open up exponentially
Response A: efficient, Response B: excited, Response C: determined, Response D: challenged,
Correct Response: C
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Asking the Right Questions
1. The beauty of the unknown is that __________.
Response A: you don’t have to be responsible for it, Response B: it doesn’t conflict with the known, Response
C: it opens the door to adventure, Response D: no one has discovered how to capture it, Correct Response: C
2. Which of these questions will not help your future success?
Response A: How can I become more active and well-read on the subject?, Response B: What will the
economy be like when I enter the workforce?, Response C: Where do I want to live?, Response D: What is the
highest position I’d like to hold?, Correct Response: B
3. You shouldn’t ask so many questions that you bog yourself down.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE?, Correct Response: B
4. If you wanted to be master plumber, what might not be a question you need to ask?
Response A: What kind of equipment do I need?, Response B: What credentials do I need?, Response C:
What do I need to know about?, Response D: Who do I talk to about starting out?, Correct Response: A
5. By revisiting questions you’ve asked yourself earlier in the Dream Big module, you can use them now
to _________.
Response A: develop new questions, Response B: improve your resume, Response C: broaden the field of job
opportunities, Response D: enhance your research activities which will help make your aspirations possible,
Correct Response: D

Finding the Best Answers
1. You never really know where the best insights will come from until __________.
Response A: you start looking, Response B: you know it in your heart, Response C: you’ve exhausted every
recourse at your disposal, Response D: collect all information on the subject, Correct Response: A
2. If you don’t ask the right questions, you can’t get the answers you need __________.
Response A: to conduct research, Response B: to start your job hunt, Response C: to make progress,
Response D: to ask for help, Correct Response: C
3. Incorporating the experience and ideas of others into your career explorations and activities, can
have __________ effect on your progress.
Response A: some, Response B: an exponential, Response C: no, Response D: little, Correct Response: B
4. In order to be resourceful and well informed, not just now, but over your lifetime, you need to __________.
Response A: have access to knowledgeable people, Response B: continue to hone your research skills,
Response C: purchase access to research databases to supplement what is available to the public, Response
D: a good quality computer, Correct Response: B
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5. You need to cultivate a wide range of sources of information and continue to cultivate it __________.
Response A: so you can be very knowledgeable, Response B: so you practice research skills,
Response C: to make the most of the extraordinary amounts of information available and changes that are
occurring, Response D: to cross check information, Correct Response: C

Advice from Industry Pros
1. According to John Katzman, an industry “growing like a weed” is __________.
Response A: consumer retail, Response B: insurance, Response C: fast food franchises, Response D:
education, Correct Response: D
2. John Katzman says that if you join a company that is steady or dying you find yourself waiting for __________.
Response A: the person ahead of you to leave or die, Response B: each work day to end, Response C: a place
you don’t have to work very hard, Response D: a place you have to work very hard, Correct Response: A
3. With a growth company you __________.
Response A: have a greater risk of loosing your job, Response B: have to wear many hats, Response C: grow
with the company, Response D: can’t expect to make much money, Correct Response: C
4. If you learn best by hands on work and activities you will most like find a __________ company more to
your liking.
Response A: small, Response B: large, Response C: public, Response D: construction, Correct Response: A
5. Higher education and K - 12 education use the same language and terminology.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B

Ready, Set, Research!
1. Questions are more fun to ask when you actually get to __________.
Response A: pick your own, Response B: only ask what you want, Response C: realize there is no right or
wrong answer, Response D: discover the answers, Correct Response: D
2. Often we don’t research information we’re most curious about.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: A
3. Not only is knowledge power, but it is also something that __________.
Response A: can be useful, Response B: is good for peace of mind, Response C: no one can ever take away
from you, Response D: drives you, Correct Response: C
4. Which of these is an example of a news source?
Response A: Twitter, Response B: white paper, Response C: trade journal, Response D: trade publications,
Correct Response: C
5. The more you _________, the more you will find.
Response A: look, Response B: research, Response C: hunt, Response D: dig, Correct Response: B
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Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project

Table of Module 5 Videos:
Course/Module
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Person

Profession

Program Host

Module
introduction

Jennifer
Kushell

CEO of EYP
Ventures, Creator
of EYP; Author, NY
Times Bestseller,
Secrets of the Young
& Successful
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Advice from
Industry Pros

John
Katzman  

Founder of the
Princeton Review
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Module 6: Take a Taste
Decisions about what to do with life do not have to be big and overwhelming. In Module 6, Take a Taste, students
learn that sampling different options for work and career pathways is the best way to make smart decisions,
ensure growth, and reach goals. Dynamic activities such as the “I’ve always wanted to…” creative writing stem and
My Career Path Rotations has students design small tasks for experiencing a variety of industries and skills.

Expected Learning Outcomes:
• Create strategies for exploring and developing a variety of skills such as sales, marketing, and management in
industries of their interest.
• Learn to develop techniques designed to help experience different types of industries and competencies.

Course 1, Module 6 Instructional Summary
Section

Activity Posted to
My Portfolio

Introduction
I’ve Always
Wanted To…

Description
Jennifer Kushell provides a module introduction
by video.

I’m Exploring
These Ideas

Students list potential career choices.

Nibble on New
Experiences

Students write their own big life questions.

How Taking a
Taste Works

Information about how to apply this “tasting”
methodology to all aspects of their lives.

Advice from
Industry Pros

Brian Hinman, international artist, shares how he
spent much of his early 20s sampling various jobs in
numerous cities all over the world, all within the art
industry.

Choosing a Path

My Career Path
Rotations

Students obtain clarity regarding their preferred skills,
functions, interests, and industries.

Taking a Taste of
Opportunities

My Prospective
Career Path
Rotations

Students develop five to eight prospective activities
where they can “take a taste” and experience what
these different options would feel like.

Summary

Learning Review and Next Steps

Reflective Questions

Learning and Module Feedback
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Exercises:
I’m Exploring These Ideas
The students practice brainstorming on things they’ve always wanted to explore.

My Prospective Career Path Rotations
Students are asked to come up with 5-8 prospective activities where they can ‘take a taste’ and experience what
these different options would feel like. They are asked to get specific and list the opportunity, their strategy, and
their target date for making this a reality.

Reflective Questions:
A survey is used to collect feedback at the end of each module to help ensure continuous course improvement.
1. Are you more aware of the various ways you can sample some of the things you’ve been thinking about?
Response A: I am more confused B: I feel the same C: I am more aware D: I am much more aware
2. After completing this module, do you feel like you have more opportunities available to you now than
you did before?
Response A: Not at all   B: A bit more C: No change   D: Somewhat E: Yes
3. How are you feeling about sampling/trying new things?
Response A: I feel more intimidated   B: I feel less intimidated than I was before   C: I feel the same
D: I feel much more eager E: I am excited
4. Which activity did you find most valuable?
Response A: I’m Exploring These Ideas    B: My Prospective Career Path Rotations    
5. WHY was the activity you selected the one that was most valuable to you?
Response A: It caused me to think differently about me and my situation.
B: It was easy to understand.
C: helped me understand and apply the concept.
D: I can see how this activity will be helpful to me and my situation.
E: Other (explain in next question answer field)
6. Please provide feedback on which activities or topics were your least favorite and most favorite in this
module. Why?
7. What did you learn about yourself through this module?
8. Is there anything else you’d like to share?
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Evaluation Rubric:
Participation in module reflection exercises can be evaluated using the following considerations:

Pass

Needs Work

-Responses to form questions or scenarios show that
readings and activities were done and understood

-Responses suggest that readings or activities not
completed or understood

-Responds thoughtfully and constructively to the
issues under examination

-Points raised are not relevant

-Uses examples to support point of view or share
suggestions

-Does not write length of response required
by assignment

-Shares relevant and interesting ideas

-Submissions are late and/or incomplete

-Proper mechanics of writing and grammar are intact

-Does not submit

-Demonstrates substantial effort

-Shows lack of effort

Assessment Quizzes:
I’ve Always Wanted To…
1. In the Introductory video, Jen explains how choosing an ideal career is much like _________.
Response A: participating in a blind taste-test where someone gives you options to describe without any prior
knowledge, Response B: shopping at a foreign market and being confronted with strange, new foods you have
never encountered, Response C: eating a family-style meal where everyone shares the same foods, Response
D: going to a restaurant with friends and trying several of your friends’ dishes to see if there is something you
might like to order, Correct Response: D
2. Sampling different options for your work and career path is the best way to __________.
Response A: prolong student years at a university, Response B: make smarter decisions to ensure
your happiness, Response C: second-guess your choices, Response D: better understand the jobs and
responsibilities of those around you, Correct Response: B
3. “Taking a Taste” is about ____________.
Response A: exploration and test-driving your interests; taking a bite out of several options, Response B:
changing careers periodically, Response C: making a serious decision and committing to a career path, then
trying it out in small bites, Response D: not making a commitment to one field, but continually nibbling at
interesting opportunities, Correct Response: A
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4. If you already know what you’d like to do with your life, sampling other opportunities can __________.
Response A: be a distraction and keep you from your goals, Response B: provide an opportunity to dig
deeper or go wider, exploring aspects of that field, Response C: damage your résumé by adding irrelevant
activities and experiences, Response D: change who you are and what you value most, Correct Response: B5.
Which one of the following is not a reason given to Take a Taste and sample a career path?
Response A: Building experience., Response B: Getting exposure., Response C: Avoiding making a decision.,
Response D: Enhancing your resume., Correct Response: C
6. When making a list of ideas to explore, you were asked to name 5 opportunities that you seriously
researched and feel confident about.
Response A: TRUE, Response B: FALSE, Correct Response: B
7. Successful people who are always taking a taste of things that intrigue them have shed the fear of exploring
the unknown and realize that sampling is __________.
Response A: a great way to avoid boredom, Response B: easier than making a decision, Response C: the
key to continuously enriching your life, Response D: an expensive hobby, but a worthwhile one, Correct
Response: C
8. Which one of the following is NOT one of the described advantages of “sampling” new opportunities?
Response A: It takes the pressure off you to make the right decision., Response B: It gives you some freedom
to play a bit and explore., Response C: It gives you new experiences so you can make decide on the right thing
later on., Response D: It gives you a reason to travel and avoid making a commitment., Correct Response: D

Nibble on New Experiences
1. When discussing the idea of sampling jobs in an industry, a number of options were noted for someone
wanting to work in the fashion industry. These did not include ________.
Response A: Journalist, Response B: Stylist, Response C: Magazine Editor, Response D: Retail Buyer,
Correct Response: A

How Taking a Taste Works
1. In sampling different paths, encountering situations you don’t like can ________.
Response A: cause you to accept the very next experience that comes along, Response B: possibly make
enemies in the field you are trying to enter, Response C: be extraordinarily helpful because they’ll help you
better focus on what you do want, Response D: cause you to return to school and pursue a different course
of study,
Correct Response: C
2. Taking a taste can help in all of the following except
Response A: moving to a new city or community, Response B: finding a partner, Response C: changing
careers, Response D: experimenting with illicit substances, Correct Response: D
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3. When you narrow down your best options, how might you sample different paths?
Response A: Intern, temp, or volunteer., Response B: Apply for full-time positions in different fields.,
Response C: Accept employment abroad., Response D: Read books and watch documentaries on the different
careers., Correct Response: A
4. If you think you want to become a lawyer, which one of the following is not the best way to find out more
about a this job?
Response A: Go to a local courthouse and observe a case in action., Response B: Go to law school and pass
the bar exam., Response C: Apply for a receptionist job at a law firm., Response D: Ask a lawyer out for
coffee., Correct Response: B

Advice from Industry Pros
1. In the Industry Pro video, how did Brian Hinman make relationships with people in the art world and learn
skills that would help his career?
Response A: Took classes at the local university., Response B: Volunteered a lot., Response C: Worked at a
museum in Paris for a year., Response D: Attended artists’ retreats throughout California.,
Correct Response: B
2. In the Industry Pro video, how does Brian Hinman describe his artwork?
Response A: Textiles and weaving., Response B: Blown glass, jewelry, and metal work., Response C:
Photography, painting, and sculpture., Response D: Mosaics from recycled trash., Correct Response: C

Choosing a Path
1. What strategy do medical schools employ to help med students determine what field of practice they want to
focus on?
Response A: Mentorships., Response B: Shifts., Response C: Intervals., Response D: Rotations.,
Correct Response: D
2. What professional field uses “rotations” to help students focus on one aspect of a future career?
Response A: Medical schools., Response B: Law schools., Response C: Business schools., Response D:
Engineering schools., Correct Response: A
3. Which industry was used as an example for sampling paths such as sommelier, sales representative,
and farmer?
Response A: Pastured beef and dairy., Response B: Wine., Response C: Organic vegetables., Response D:
Restaurants., Correct Response: B
4. Which of the following was discussed as a way to discover possible career pathways and hone your
creativity?
Response A: Checking the employment section of the local paper., Response B: Asking for advice on social
media., Response C: Conducting online research., Response D: Brainstorming., Correct Response: D
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5. In the “My Career Path Rotations” activity, you listed skills, possible functions or roles to fulfill, interests to
leverage, and _________.
Response A: possible industries, Response B: possible locations, Response C: possible connections, Response
D: possible resources, Correct Response: A

Taking a Taste of Opportunities
1. In the “Taking a Taste of Opportunities” exercise, you came up with combinations of skills, roles, interests and
industries in order to ____________.
Response A: see what is available in your geographic area, Response B: compare the earning potential of
different jobs, Response C: filter down your best options, Response D: decide to commit to a field, Correct
Response: C
2. Several activities are mentioned as ways to experience different areas of the opportunities you are interested
in. Which one of the following was not mentioned?
Response A: Attend workshops., Response B: Go on tours., Response C: Volunteer., Response D: Enroll in a
college program., Correct Response: D
3. When you are coming up with ideas for activities and opportunities, you should _______________.
Response A: share it and get feedback from people you trust and admire, refine it, and then put it into action,
Response B: start a research file where you will compile all of your information, Response C: wait until you
are almost finished with your studies to start exploring, Response D: plan a series of activities for next school
break, Correct Response: A
4. Is it difficult to reach out to people and find real opportunities to sample different paths?
Response A: Yes. Many people don’t like to talk about their work, but persistence pays off., Response B: Not
really. You’ll be amazed at how responsive and inviting most people are when you reach out., Response C: Yes.
Due to the confidential nature of many professions, sampling can be challenging., Response D: No. It is easy
to find opportunities if you have a large network of friends., Correct Response: B

Summary and Reflection
1. The Reflective Questions in this Module ask you to rate all the following except __________.
Response A: your level of awareness about ways you can sample career paths, Response B: whether you
feel you have more opportunities now than before completing this module, Response C: which of your prior
experience trying new things was the most helpful to you, Response D: your motivation about sampling/
trying new things, Correct Response: C

Suggested Additional Exercises:
Discussion Board, Short paper/essay, Group/Team Project
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Course 1 Post-Survey
1. How strongly do you agree with this statement? Based on this course, I can now clearly and succinctly speak
and write my goals and know the career path needed to obtain those goals.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
2. How strongly do you agree with this statement? Based on this course, I now understand my expectations for
personal and professional achievement.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
3. How strongly do you agree with this statement? Based on this course, I am now able to recognize the
challenges related to my personal and career goals.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
4. How strongly do you agree with the following statement? Based on this course, I am now able to associate
my personal experiences and strengths with opportunities when presented to me.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
5. How strongly do you agree with this statement? Based on this course, I now know how to ask the right
questions and how to research information in order to determine if a particular industry is right for me.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agree
6. How strongly do you agree with this statement? Based on this course, I am now able to determine what skill
sets are needed for a specific industry.
Response A: Strongly disagree, Response B: Disagree, Response C: Undecided, Response D: Agree,
Response D: Strongly agr
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Exploring Your Potential™
Redefining Career Readiness

Thank you!
You are a vital part of Exploring Your Potential™ and we would like to hear from you.
Have any insights, challenges, or success stories you would like to share?
Please share with us!
Sincerely, The Exploring Your Potential™ Team.

ExploringYourPotential
#ExploringYourPotential #EYP

Visit ExploringYourPotential.com Today!
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